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strive instinctively, whether we admit it or no, to
realize ourselves by being sufficient unto ourselves.
We all practise the art of compromise, of going round,
when the great " Bojg " confronts us, instead of—
quixotically like Brand—fighting our way through.
We do not trouble much about our " calling ", and
are all in danger of the ultimate melting-pot.
But to return to the drama. After Act III there is
a great hiatus. When we next see Peer, he is a
middle-aged man; he has a life of the most varied
adventure in America behind him. He has been a
seal-hunter at Hudson's Bay, a gold-digger in Cali-
fornia ; and ultimately he has amassed a fortune, first
as a slave-dealer, then by selling idols to the Chinese,
and—to salve his conscience—exporting missionaries
to convert them. One is inclined at first to put these
adventures in the same category as the lies and
imaginations of the first act; but Ibsen himself gives
us no hint that they might possibly be only such.
That Peer has acquired wealth is not to be doubted.
When we meet him again, it is on the coast of Morocco,
in the company of four parasites, an Englishman, a
Frenchman, a Getman and a Swede, a situation which
gives Ibsen opportunity for plentiful satire. These
gentlemen steal Peer's steam yacht, which, in apparent
response to Peer's appeal for aid to God, promptly
blows up. " God", Peer reflects, " is fatherly
disposed towards my person, but economical He
certainly is not." Peer is now alone in the desert.
He will create a new kingdom in the Sahara, the land
of Gyntiana, and reign in its capital Peeropolis as
emperor* He falls in with Arabs who take him to be
a prophet; and a dancing-girl, Anitra, plays a similar
role to that of the Dovre king's daughter in Peer's
earlier adventures in a fantastic dream-world. At last
he comes to Cairo, where he is crowned emperor—
emperor of himself—in a madhouse, a madman among
madmen. Ibsen has been censured by his critics for
these scenes in which satire and fantastry run riot; it

